
Call for IEEE Power & Energy Magazine History Articles

The History column of the IEEE Power & Energy Magazine has been a mainstay since the inception of the 
magazine in 2003.   Technologies and the inventors are featured in this column every issue. The fascinating 
power engineering world is comprised of a limitless number of innovations and the people who made them 
work. This historical perspective is presented with space allocated in every issue of Power & Energy Magazine. 
It is a feature that provides a perspective of the great accomplishments of the past from which we can fuse a 
bridge to the future.

This call for papers encourages authors to prepare and submit articles covering key aspects of electrical power 
and energy history, including local, regional, and global advancements. 

Some target characteristics of your submission include:   

 Target approximately 4000 words
 Prepare up to 8 figures (photo’s, diagrams)  

o Authors should verify copyright status or obtain permissions 
 Identify up to 6 For Further Readings to point the readers to broader reading
 The magazine format does not allow equations
 The magazine format does not allow citations such as in a journal paper

The optimal schedule is as follows:

 On or about 6-Months out – Draft to Associate Editor, History (some flexibility in this date)
 On or about 4-Months out – Near Final version to Associate Editor, History
 On or about 3-Months out – Associate Editor to submit manuscript for publication to the IEEE P&E 

Magazine Editorial Staff
 On or about 2-Months out – Final Galley Proof for author review (quick turn-around usually requested – 

less than 1 week)

Each article also features a short introduction to the topic by the Associate Editor, History, including a brief 
author bio and affiliation. 

Please submit your ideas and manuscripts to:

John Paserba
Associate Editor, History 
IEEE Power & Energy Magazine
j.paserba@ieee.org 


